
Number Number Number Number             Name Name Name Name                         

    

Chapter 7, Lesson 1Chapter 7, Lesson 1Chapter 7, Lesson 1Chapter 7, Lesson 1    and 2and 2and 2and 2    

Early Indian CivilizationEarly Indian CivilizationEarly Indian CivilizationEarly Indian Civilization    
    

Follow each instruction carefully and check the box!Follow each instruction carefully and check the box!Follow each instruction carefully and check the box!Follow each instruction carefully and check the box!    

    

� Draw the Aryan migrations Draw the Aryan migrations Draw the Aryan migrations Draw the Aryan migrations with arrows with arrows with arrows with arrows on the map on the map on the map on the map     

� Where did these IndoWhere did these IndoWhere did these IndoWhere did these Indo----Europeans come from? Europeans come from? Europeans come from? Europeans come from?     

                                            

� Who were the DravidianWho were the DravidianWho were the DravidianWho were the Dravidians? s? s? s?                         

                                        

                                        

    

� Now, LABEL the social classes that were brought to India with the Brahmin cultureNow, LABEL the social classes that were brought to India with the Brahmin cultureNow, LABEL the social classes that were brought to India with the Brahmin cultureNow, LABEL the social classes that were brought to India with the Brahmin culture    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

� What do the people “outside” the caste system do and what are they called?  What do the people “outside” the caste system do and what are they called?  What do the people “outside” the caste system do and what are they called?  What do the people “outside” the caste system do and what are they called?              

                                                    

                                                    

                                                        

� What is What is What is What is the early religion that the Aryans brought to India? the early religion that the Aryans brought to India? the early religion that the Aryans brought to India? the early religion that the Aryans brought to India?                             

� Name the 2 holy texts they refer to on pg. 229 Name the 2 holy texts they refer to on pg. 229 Name the 2 holy texts they refer to on pg. 229 Name the 2 holy texts they refer to on pg. 229                                 



� The religion of India is called The religion of India is called The religion of India is called The religion of India is called                 it grew out of early Brahmanismit grew out of early Brahmanismit grew out of early Brahmanismit grew out of early Brahmanism    

� The The The The                         is the most important sacred text in Hinduismis the most important sacred text in Hinduismis the most important sacred text in Hinduismis the most important sacred text in Hinduism    

� Hindus have many Hindus have many Hindus have many Hindus have many different different different different                         another word for godsanother word for godsanother word for godsanother word for gods    

� They also believe in They also believe in They also believe in They also believe in                         that each person has many livesthat each person has many livesthat each person has many livesthat each person has many lives    

�                 = what a person does in this life determines what they will be in the next life= what a person does in this life determines what they will be in the next life= what a person does in this life determines what they will be in the next life= what a person does in this life determines what they will be in the next life    

� That means if they have good karma they will come back in a That means if they have good karma they will come back in a That means if they have good karma they will come back in a That means if they have good karma they will come back in a                 castecastecastecaste    

� ReincReincReincReincarnation will repeat until finally a person achieves arnation will repeat until finally a person achieves arnation will repeat until finally a person achieves arnation will repeat until finally a person achieves                             

� Read the primary source on page 230Read the primary source on page 230Read the primary source on page 230Read the primary source on page 230…………    

� Now, tell me what this passages means, what does it signify, what does it talk about…explain!Now, tell me what this passages means, what does it signify, what does it talk about…explain!Now, tell me what this passages means, what does it signify, what does it talk about…explain!Now, tell me what this passages means, what does it signify, what does it talk about…explain!    

                                                            

                                                        

                                                        

                                                        

                                                        

                                                        

                                                            

    

Summarize the passage MANY PATHS TO GOD on page 231…….use the space provided completely!Summarize the passage MANY PATHS TO GOD on page 231…….use the space provided completely!Summarize the passage MANY PATHS TO GOD on page 231…….use the space provided completely!Summarize the passage MANY PATHS TO GOD on page 231…….use the space provided completely!    

                                                        

                                                        

                                                        

                                                        

                                                            

    

Now REVIEW:  LIST THE BELIEFS AND RITUAL OF HINDUISM BELOWNow REVIEW:  LIST THE BELIEFS AND RITUAL OF HINDUISM BELOWNow REVIEW:  LIST THE BELIEFS AND RITUAL OF HINDUISM BELOWNow REVIEW:  LIST THE BELIEFS AND RITUAL OF HINDUISM BELOW    

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

    


